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Welcome
We invite you to become familiar with the offer of Polish companies and to visit the Polish
National Stand at Eima International.
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The Ministry of Economic Development and
Technology is pleased to invite all contractors,
including the foreign ones and local media to
become familiar with the offer of Polish companies and visit the Polish National Stand at
the Eima International fair in Bologna, which
will take place on October 19-23, 2021.

Polish Machines and
Devices industry:
Offers wide range of highly specialized
equipment
Provides new technologies, excellent quality
and cost-saving solution
Meets high demand from abroad: export
grows by 66,7% (2010-2019)
Has many benefits to offer to international
partners and contractors

About
us
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AGRO-WIKT
PAD 20 Stand B/8bis
Agro-Wikt is a Polish manufacturer with 45 years of
tradition on the market, specializing in the production
of PREMIUM CLASS SPARE PARTS for Kverneland, Kuhn,
Vogel & Noot, Unia, Lemken, Pöttinger, Overum and
Grégoire-Besson ploughs. The AGRO-WIKT brand is also
well known in many European countries for the production of professional concrete mixers with a capacity of
80 to 320 liters. We distribute our products with our own
fleet of cars to 14 European countries. The catalog of our
products is systematically extended with new types of articles. We have the ISO-9001: 2015 Quality Management
System in place. Our products are widely distributed in
Central Europe, and due to the dynamic development of
our company, we are currently looking for new markets.

www.agro-wikt.com.pl
facebook.com/agrowikt
biuro@agro-wikt.com.pl
+48 44 755 35 91
+48 44 754 39 44

ALISTAN AGRO
Pad 37 Stand C/9bis
A”Alistan Agro” company sells aerodynamic separators
ALS, rotary drum grain cleaners RBS and scalpers for
cleaning/calibration of any kind of grain and also seed
treaters. The productivity of grain cleaners varies from
1,5 t/h to 200 t/h, for seed treaters the productivity is
1,5-20 t/h. Our grain cleaners have been selling all around Europe, in the USA and Canada for more than
6 years.

www.alistan-agro.com
facebook.com/alistanagro
alistanagro2016@gmail.com
+48 22 219 70 77

GASKA
Pad 15 Stand E/14
Gaska company is a manufacturer and a distributor of
western agricultural machinery parts. We have almost
30 years of experience in agricultural industry, so we
know how to fulfill highest expectations of our partners
through the use of innovative solutions, professional
service, high quality of products and constant development. Our trading brand JAG is known of its reliability
and precision of workmanship. We specialize in combine
harvester parts, but we also have tractor, baler and engine parts, belts, chains, bearings and others.

www.gaska.com.pl
facebook.com/firmagaska
kontakt@gaska.com.pl
+48 12 389 09 41

IVM
Pad 37 Stand C/13
IVM has been creating innovative image analysis solutions for over 10 years, providing state-of-the- art optical
sorters and proprietary vision systems for all industries.
The company is constantly growing, acquiring new markets for its business. Currently, the company cooperates
with leading Polish and foreign manufacturers in many
economic sectors. We have many years of experience
in the implementation of projects involving the use of
advanced vision technologies with spectral and hyperspectral analysis. The beneficiaries of the projects were
both domestic and foreign institutions. The research performed culminated in the building and implementation
of systems used in industry. Our unique solutions help
increase productivity, reduce costs and ensure consistent
high quality.

www.ivm.pl
info@ivm.pl
+48 48 380 16 60

KAMAR
Pad 20 Stand D/70
Existing from the year 1991, KAMAR is a company dealing
in a market of spare parts as well as accessories to lorries, trailers and semitrailers such brands as VOLVO,SCANIA , MAN, MERCEDES, RENAULT, IVECO, DAF. We cooperate with all important Polish and European producers.
Our products quality is always accredited by necessary
certificates ( CE, E, EN, TÜV). KAMAR’s goals are to establish and maintain enduring international partnerships
offering wide range of products with competitive prices.
The company continuously seeks to provide new and
right products for the market to meet the customer’s
needs. KAMAR company is a member of the Association
of Spare Parts Distributors (SDCM).

www.truck-kamar.pl
info@truck-kamar.pl
+48 52 326 71 50

MZURI AGRO
Pad 19 Stand B/23
MZURI is an innovative, environmentally friendly strip-till
machine that only cultivates narrow strips of soil where
fertiliser and seed are sown. This significantly reduces
fuel consumption, working hours and CO2 emissions. In
addition, it brings a number of beneficial changes to the
soil. MZURI cultivators are universal machines, which
allow you to sow all crops, rape, legumes, corn, soya,
sunflower, flax, poppy, hemp and other.
MZURI is present in more than 30 countries, on 4 continents. It works well in any climate conditions, on any soil,
in any crop. MZURI Pro-Til technology is a solution to the
current and future challenges of the agricultural industry.
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www.mzuri-agro.eu
facebook.com/mzuripoland
info@mzuri-agro.eu
+48 512 213 213
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ROL/EX Maszyny Rolnicze
Pad 32 Stand B/12
We present a wide range of cultivating and sowing and
stubble cultivators, disc harrow, ploughs and roller soil.
We focus on the highest quality of our products. We
manufacture agricultural machinery from the best steel
using the highest quality parts, thanks to which our
products are extremely massive and thus durable and
reliable. The best specialists in the field of machine construction are constantly improving our products to meet
the requirements of the agricultural machinery market.

www.rol-ex.com.pl
biuro@rol-ex.com.pl
tomek@rol-ex.com.pl
+48 506 366 964
+48 502 606 246

RAMP
Pad 35 Stand A/17
Ramp exist since 1982. For this more than 40 years we
managed to establish strong market position in a manufacturing and trade. In 2005 year RAMP change from
Enterprise into company Ltd.
At present our main business unit is INJECTION SHOP. We
are manufacturing for customer’s orders many plastic
items which are made from diverse raw materials. The
name of our company RAMP is also a brand for our own
market product - complete irrigation system for gardens.
This product line consist of various elements like: hose
quick-connectors, taps, hand sprays, sprinklers, etc.
Strengths of our company are experience in plastic
processing and finishing business, modern injection
machines, new technologies, but the most important is
qualified personnel.

www.ramp.pl
facebook.com/rampdlaogrodu
biuro@ramp.pl
+42 648 43 17

SAMASZ
Pad 20 Stand D/8bis
The SaMASZ company, established in 1984, is currently
the biggest Polish manufacturer and one of the leading European manufacturers of farming and municipal machinery. The factory offer more than 300 different types of machines: drum mowers, disc mowers,
tedders, rakes, mixer feeders, flail mowers, extension
arms, snow ploughs. The dealer network consists
of more than 60 companies in Poland and 50 abroad.
Company has two foreign companies: SaMASZ Russia
and SaMASZ North America LLC. Production is currently carried out in Zabłudów (Podlaskie Voivodeship),
in a new factory, launched in 2018, employing over
900 people. In 2015 SaMASZ set the Guiness World
Record, using a set comprising 3 disc mowers, within
8 hours time, managed to mow an area of 96,2 ha.

www.samasz.com
facebook.com/samaszgigacut
export@samasz.pl
+48 85 664 70 31

SANOK RUBBER COMPANY
Pad 18 Stand B/73
Sanok Rubber Company S.A. is a Polish company with
almost 90-year tradition and experience in the production of rubber and metal-rubber elements, as well as
rubber compounds. Sanok Rubber Group comprises the
headquarter in Poland and thirteen subsidiaries around
the world. Global expansion is possible due to advanced
solutions, development investments and constant attention to the highest quality. This combination ensures
a leading position and the trust of customers. The most
important products in Sanok Rubber’s portfolio are:
V-belts, automotive sealing systems and anti-vibration
parts, window gaskets, gaskets for building infrastructure elements, membranes for water tanks and bladders
and membranes for hydraulic accumulators and others,
rubber products for household appliances.

www.sanokrubber.pl
kontakt@sanokrubber.pl
+48 13 465 44 44

ZAGRODA
Pad 19 Stand C/25bis
Zagroda has been manufacturing and selling agricultural
machinery since 1992. Our products work on all continents of the world. Our mission is to ensure that farmers
are satisfied with the machines supplied by Zagroda.
To achieve this, we are constantly working to understand
the working conditions and real needs of our customers
around the world. We offer proven designs to suit different climates, soils and cultivation technologies. We work
together with users to improve our products. For many
years we have participated in exhibitions, demonstrations and tests of agricultural machinery all over Europe.
Most of our customers are local agricultural machinery
distributors who provide excellent support to end users.

www.zagroda.eu
www.zagroda.pl
ask@zagroda.pl
+ 48 530 970 095
+ 48 12 269 31 14
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AGRO-FACTORY II
AGRO-FACTORY II S.C. is engaged in the production of
machinery and agricultural equipment. The highest level
of production and attention to customer service, provide
us with a distribution network all over the country and
the European Union, which is constantly expanding. Our
agricultural machinery and equipment are adapted to
the European standards, and their quality has gained a
loyal customer base also on the markets of EU countries.
AGRO-FACTORY II focuses on continuous development
and modern technologies. We provide comprehensive
services: consulting, warranty service, a full range of spare parts and our own transport.

agro-factory2.eu
facebook.com/agrofactory2
biuro@agro-factory2.pl

ASD SYSTEMS
Explore automatic dispensing machines for products of
all types, from PPE health and safety equipment, tools
and consumables to MRO office supplies and consumables - everything that generates costs in manufacturing
companies and should be under control. Combining
an automatic dispensing machine with a dedicated IDS
warehouse management application means savings of up
to 50%. Both ASD Systems machines and IDS software are
developed at the company’s headquarters in Bielsko-Biała.

www.asdsystems.eu
facebook.com/asdsystems
kontakt@asdsystxems
tel + 48 33 444 000 01

ASKET
ASKET® offers:
- stationary and mobile briquetting lines Biomasser® for
production of 100% natural straw briquettes without drying
- raw material moisture content 10% up to 30%
- an unique feature by world standards
- shredders Tomasser® for loose straw and bales
- straw briquettes used for heating (instead of coal or wood),
as kindling, meals preparing and as hygienic livestock bedding.

www.asket.pl
biuro@asket.pl
+48 61 8794459

ATMP1
The ATMP1 company has been operating on the agricultural market since 2007. It started its activity with the
production of snow plows for quads. The rapid development resulted in the expansion of the range of municipal machinery and the introduction of accessories for
tractors and loaders. The offered products aroused great
interest in the domestic market, and shortly afterwards
they were offered by foreign dealers. The company’s goal
is to combine new technologies with proven solutions,
as well as to raise the standard of machines by using the
highest quality Polish materials, e.g.
- hydraulics and working elements of machines of the
Waryński brand;
- replacement of rubber elements with much more durable polyurethane.

www.atmp.pl
facebook.com/atmp
jakub@atmp.pl
+48 695 838 823

BIN
BIN Sp. z o.o. is Polish manufacturer of hight quality silos
designed for grain storage. Most of the farmers find BIN
as a synonym of container to grain storage, what shows
how big is the awareness of our brand in Polish agriculture.
Our company specialize in production of the machinery
designed to grain storage and feed stuff preparation. We
are mainly focused on perfect grain storage always remembering about the farmers needs. We continuously design
new devices and improve our products with practise and
scientistic knowledge, keeping the highest quality. Since
1990 BIN holds the strongest position on the Polish market
for agriculture equipment, with over 65.000 silos sold with
total capacity of several millions tons. Our experience let us
succesfuly export our products to many european countries.

www.bin.agro.pl
facebook.com/binsilosy
export@bin.agro.pl
+48 54 282 88 05

BOGMAR BB
Intuitive IDS application combined with the latest generation of machines creates Magazyn24h - a top level service. The functioning of industrial dispensing machines is
based on the latest technologies. The small size of the
devices perfectly solves the problem of limited space in
factories. Direct connection to the IDS system provides
excellent transparency and control of consumed products.
The biggest benefit of automating product dispensing is
the ability to record product picks in depth, and thus - easy
monitoring of costs. Configuration options of the reporting software allow the user to create their own in-depth
analyses, facilitating work in the following departments:
purchasing, warehouse, occupational health and safety,
controlling, and above all, production and maintenance.

www.bogmar.net
bogmar@bogmar.net
+ 48 33 812 32 48

BURY
The company has been manufucturing crop field sprayers,
orchard sprayers and compact disc harrows for over 30
years. We also run the components sale through our net
work for our products. Wide range of machines with multi
optionals configurations meets the requirements of farmers. Most Farmers specializations can configurate their
own custmised machine to reach ideal solution. Over 30
years exparience, tradition, reliability and excelent support
both our trade partners in Poland and abroad bring a trust of
our customers. Being close to users of our products we understand their needs. Our manufucturing availability is very
high as we have modern processing machines and welding
robots. The producing stuff is well quilfied, so our products
advantage is high quality. All our manufactured products
characterize easy operating and high durability. Our brand
machines are well recognised worldwide by farmers.

www.bury.com.pl
facebook.com/BuryMaszynyRolnicze
office@bury.com.pl
+48 24 254 20 48, +48 533 326 714

ERA-TECH
ERA TECH is the manufacturer of machines and processing
lines for plastics processing. Since 2004 we have been
dealing with and specializing in blow extrusion technology. Extrusion blow-moulding machines from our company
are designed and manufactured on the basis of extensive
experience gained over the years, both in the area of machine production and manufacturing technology by blow
extrusion. These machines are designed to produce a wide
range of products such as bottles, canisters, grave candle
holders, toys, funnels, or pipes made of various materials
such as PP, PE, PET-G and other thermoplastic materials.
The company’s offer includes a number of modern
blow-moulding machines, ranging from bottom blow type
machines ERA200 -400 to top blow type ones with multiple
heads, such as ERA2000-6000.

www.era-tech.pl
biuro@era-tech.pl
+48 507045585

FMR LISICKI
FMR LISICKI has been on the market since 1995. It has
many years of experience in the production of agriculture and fruit-growing machinery. In its offer FMR LISICKI
company has several dozen types of machines adapted to
individual customer requirements like: rotary mowers and
orchard mowers, field and orchard sprayers, orchard platforms (engine and propelled), sweeper banches, combines
for berries, broadcast seeders. High quality and reliability
of the equipment is guaranteed by modern machinery.
The company provides transportation of machines throughout the country and abroad, warranty and post-warranty service, as well as a full range of spare parts.

www.fmrlisicki.pl
facebook.com/lisickirawa
biuro@lisickirawa.pl

HORPOL
HORPOL is a family business founded in 1979. From the
beginning the company has specialized in designing and
manufacturing car lamps, reflective devices and polymer-made elements. It focuses on the lighting system for
trucks, delivery vans, buses and agricultural machines.
Its offer includes lamps for trailers, carriages and special vehicles. HORPOL has its own design office, photometric laboratory and tool department, which performs
all the moulds, dies etc., required for the production of
lamps. Production procedures are in accordance with ISO
9001:2015. The lights have approvals granted by the European certification centers. HORPOL’s lamps are sold to
mass merchandisers, automotive retailers and manufacturers in Poland and abroad. The company places great
emphasis on quality and the excellence in the creation of
lamps at each stage of production. It appreciates the confidence of business partners and long-term cooperation.

www.horpol.pl
facebook.com/pl.horpol
horpol@horpol.pl
+48 52 349 43 08

HYDROMASZ
The HYDRO-MASZ company was established in 2001.
Currently, our company produces: cultivation and sowing
units, accessories for tractors and loaders, snow plows,
municipal sand spreaders and grass scrapers. We only offer
agricultural machinery from reputable manufacturers. Our
company is the General Importer of TYM tractors in Poland.
We also import McCormick and Lindner tractors. We are a
dealer of Italian brands such as Mascar, Procomas, DelMorino, Nettuno. We provide maintenance services. We have
a huge range of parts for TYM tractors and other machines,
which can be found on our official website.

www.hydro-masz.pl
www.sklep.hydro-masz.pl
hydromasz@hydro-masz.pl
+48 43 820 38 95

KEPKA GROUP
Kepka company was established in 1992. From the beginning, we have focused on the production of industrial
and laboratory furnaces and innovative Heat Treatment
Systems for advanced materials, requiring an unconventional approach using the latest available technologies.
Our mission is to manufacture professional, custom-made thermal processing devices. In response to customer
needs, we create furnaces with the best range of personalization options to choose.
As the only ones on the market, we produce ceramics furnaces based on the experience gained through running
our own Product and Technical Ceramics Factory – Manufaktura Chodzieska.

www.kepka.tech
contact@kepka.com.pl
+48 515 034 171

KONECKIE ZAKŁADY
ODLEWNICZE
KZO S.A. is an Iron Foundry producing high integrity grey
iron castings to the industrial sector as well as the biggest manufacturer of sewage components in Poland. We
manufacture products for various industries, including the
following: Agriculture, Heating technology, Automotive industry, Waterwork fittings, Machines and devices, Railroad
engineering, Household appliances Sport and Fitness. We
offer our Customers the following services in scope of production set-up: designing the necessary instrumentation
according to a drawing of a part, a drawing of a casting or
a provided pattern In the design and construction process,
we use computer support systems such as SOLID WORKS,
SOLID EDGE, MASTERCAM, SOLID CAM, adaptation of the
received instrumentation, making modelling components
in our own pattern shop on high-tech CNC machines. In
terms of instrumentation we provide: models mounted on
plates, core boxes and automatic core feeding devices. We
make models and core boxes made of metal and plastic.

www.kzo.pl
ewa.kokot@kzo.pl
+48 539 479 467

MANDAM
Mandam is a polish agricultural machinery manufacturer
since 1991. Located in South Poland, in city of Gliwice –
the heart of industrial region Silesia. With two production
facilities and over 150 qualified employees, we are able to
deliver over 3500 machines per year.
Advanced research and testing procedures, run by own
technical R&D department, provide continuous development. Mandam owns several patents and innovations in
agriculture.
Our products are sold to over 24 countries worldwide, with
70/30% (export to domestic) market split. We are able
to custom modify our stock machinery to unique local
requirements. There are five main product ranges available, such as: grassland cultivation, pre-seeding, stubble
cultivation, ploughing, and implements.

www.mandam.com.pl
facebook.com/mandam.official
sales@mandam.com.pl
+48 32 232 26 60

MARTIN-AGRO
MARTIN is a recognized brand of high quality agricultural machinery and equipment. We mainly offer vertical
and horizontal feed mixers, spreaders and straw feeder
machines. In our offer you will also find feed mixers,
grinders, crushers for the production of feed and entire
feed production installations. Our machinery has been
awarded multiple gold medals.
In all of our activities, we concentrate on doing our
work in the most professional way. Especially during the
process of machine construction, we go to considerable
lengths to guarantee appropriate quality of every detail
in our machinery. We have professional technical infrastructure and qualified personnel so that our services are
rendered comprehensively and most professionally. Our
sales staff always tries to find best answers to questions
asked by our customers and provide them with unique
solutions.
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www.martin-agro.pl
facebook.com/andrzejkmartin
ak@martin-agro.pl
+48 531 470 184

METAL-FACH
Balers, bale wrappers, front loaders, feeder wagons, manure spreaders, farming trailers, disc cultivators - these
are the flagships of the leading Polish manufacturer of
agricultural machinery and equipment - Metal-Fach.
Durability, precision and safety - this is how the agricultural machines and equipment supplied by Metal-Fach to
its customers can be described in a nutshell. The brand is
constantly focused on quality and growth - all in order to
best meet the expectations of today’s agriculture.

www.metalfach.com.pl
facebook.com/metalfachofficial
biuro@metalfach.com.pl
+48 85 711 98 40
+48 695 052 318

METALTECH
METALTECH was set up in April the 1st, 1992. From the
very beginning we are producing mainly agricultural machines especially trailers. We have largest offer in Poland
and producing not only trailers but also vertical mix wagons, manure spreaders and more. Except many polish
customers we sell our products all over Europe and even
to Africa or Asian part of Russia. On special demands we
produce many different type of steel construction and
special forest nursery machines. METALTECH employs
about 300 people. We have our own construction department with experienced staff who constantly modernizing
our designs. Our main goals are to keep high level of
quality and satisfaction of our customers.

www.metaltech.com.pl
facebook.com/metaltech.m
poczta@metaltech.com.pl
+48 67 259 51 76

MODERNTECH
Moderntech has operated on the market since 2011. The
company has two business profiles. The first involves the
production of municipal machinery. The second one concerns the production of polyurethane sleeves used in car
suspensions and polyurethane elements used, inter alia in
the production of our machines. The purpose of the company is to continuously improve and increase the standard
of its machines and sleeves.
Over the years, commitment, innovation, modernity and
the highest quality have resulted in the fact that the machines and devices produced by the company compete on
international markets and successfully win them.

www.moderntech.pl
facebook.com/moderntech.maszyny.komunalne
biuro@moderntech.pl
+48 24 361 76 44

NAMYSLO
The NAMYSLO company was established from a combination of passion and knowledge about agriculture. As
a child, the owner of the company, Damian Namysło,
was involved in helping with the family farm. Gaining
experience in this way, he wanted to build machines that
would meet the expectations of farmers, analyzing their
needs and ahead of global trends. The first machines
were created in an intimate team thanks to the hospitality of the family company run by the parents. From the
very beginning, the NAMYSLO company focused on quality and innovative solutions. The characteristic „M” in the
company’s logo refers to the knives used in harvesting
technology.

www.namyslo.pl
facebook.com/itnamyslo
damian.luda@namyslo.pl
+48 785 666 444

PLANTALUX
Plantalux contributes to constantly changing word by providing solutions for improving plant cultivation and at the
same time decreasing needed resources. We manufacture
state-of-the art horticulture LED lighting for greenhouses
and indoor farms with controlling systems and climate
computers. Since our beginning we delivered our products
to growers in Asia, Europe, South and North America.
In 2021 we opened our own indoor research and development center in which we are able to grow every plan
in fully controlled environment. At Plantalux we combine
engineering experience with research and passion to grow
plants.

www.plantalux.pl
facebook.com/plantalux
info@plantalux.pl
+48 533 916 289 (English)
+48 500 099 661 (Russian)

PONAR WADOWICE
PONAR Wadowice S.A. is the largest Polish producer of oil
hydraulic elements and systems. The Company consists
of two major production facilities: a Plant in Wadowice
engaged in production and supply of oil hydraulic elements and a Plant in Łaziska Górne, manufacturing oil
hydraulic systems.
Areas of our activity:
- Directional control valves and directional control seated valves
- Check valves, pressure calves, flow control valves
- Proportionally controlled elements
- Intrinsically safe valves
- Cartridge and mobile hydraulics
- Oil hydraulic systems.

www.ponar-wadowice.pl
ponar@ponar-wadowice.pl
+48 33 488 28 20 29

SIPMA
We produce agricultural equipment of the best quality,
paying special attention to the situation on the market, as
well as to individual needs of our clients.
We specialize ourselves in producing balers and bale
wrapping machines and a number of machines supporting
a full line of technology: disc mowers, tedders, rakes, self-loading stacking trailers, bale shredders, mineral fertilizer
distributors, manure spreaders, PTO shafts and others.
We give particular attention to maintenance of occupational health and safety among the farmers who use SIPMA
S.A. machines. All our machines comply with the highest
safety standards confirmed by CE safety marks.

www.sipma.pl
facebook.com/SIPMASA
info@sipma.pl
+48 81 44 14 400

SWIMER
Swimer is a polish company established over 13 years ago.
Our activity is design and manufacture of the highest
quality polyethylene tanks, containers and systems for
storage, transport and dispensing different kind of liquids
like: diesel, Adblue®, liquid fertilisers, water.
We also provide rotomoulding and laminate products service.

www.swimer.pl
facebook.com/swimer.torun
export@swimer.pl
+48 690 056 669

UNIA
UNIA is the oldest and one of the largest Polish manufacturers of agricultural machinery. The company established in 1882 is reliable partner for farmers over the
world. Our machines are present in more than 60 countries and every year we enter successfully new international markets. We help our commercial partners at each
stage of sales process. There are organized product and
service trainings, UNIA salesmen and product managers
help at any time while offer and order proceeding, as well
as provide after-sales service. Many years of experience
in the production of agricultural machinery have allowed
UNIA specialists to develop highly advanced production
technologies that guarantee the highest quality of machines designed for working in difficult conditions.

www.uniamachines.com
facebook.com/uniamachines
pawel.netczuk@uniamachines.com
+48 696 429 084

UNIDOZ
Unidoz is one brand that has championed innovative solutions, specializing in the production of chemical proportioners, foamers, sprayers, and satellites for centralized
systems. Unidoz, as the leading provider of biosecurity
devices, received two gold medals Innovative Agricultural
Award, Disinfection Gate 360°and UV Boots Disinfection
device. Border Disinfection Gate Enhance national biosecurity measures! The spray system with overarching
sprayers tall enough for any kind of commercial truck to fit
through with multiple sprayers on each line.
Disinfection Gate 360° Helps to maintain a high level of
Farm Biosecurity measures. Award winning device that
guaranty all around disinfection of any type of passing
through vehicle.

www.unidoz.com
info@unidoz.com
+48 516 673 946
+48 516 673 812

VERSOR
VERSOR is a Polish manufacturer for the packaging and
printing industry: multipoint folder-gluers, machines for
the production of e-commerce packaging, tapes and PSA
glue applicators, devices supporting the collection of
glued packaging, packaging inspection.
For over than 30 years VERSOR has focused on production of paper converting machines. Currently the company’s activities concentrate on modern solutions of folding
and gluing as well as innovative dispensers for the
production of e-commerce packaging and tape applicators. VERSOR also offers automatic die-cutting machines,
providing customers with professional installation and
service. The implementation of each project begins with
a verification of the client’s needs, taking into account
the latest technologies and market trends.

www.versor.pl
versorengineering.com
facebook.com/versoregypt
versor@versor.pl
+48 52 346 79 48

WESEM
Since 1977 the WESEM company has provided lighting for
vehicles and agricultural machinery. The high quality of
WESEM’s lamps is guaranteed by a qualified staff of specialists, a modern machinery park, the R&D department
and a fully equipped measurement and testing laboratory.
WESEM’s products, designed and produced in Poland,
successfully combine modern design trends with the latest technical solutions. The company’s core products are
work lamps in LED technology now.
They are solid, durable and shock resistant, dedicated for
work in tough environments. The lamps are made in Europe and each production phase is controlled in accordance
with ISO 9001:2015.
The manufacturer is looking for a distributor of professional LED lighting for agiculture in Turkey.

www.wesem.com
facebook.com/wesem
export@wesem.pl
+48 12 289 73 12

ZAMET
The ZAMET company has been operating continuously
since 1978. Currently, we offer such machines as: green
forage cutters with different loading capacity, Mixer
weagon Fider single and double-screw feed wagons, P427
pile ridger and M706 pile grader.

www.zamet.org.pl
zamet.slupno@wp.pl
+48 24 386 27 51
+48 505 956 035

